
 

 

 

 

Directions: Read each of the sentences to find out 

whether there is any grammatical mistake/error 

in it. The error, if any, will be in TWO PARTS of 

the sentence. The combination of those parts is 

the answer. If no part in the sentence has an 

error, then select ‘No error’ as your answer. 

(Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any) 
 

1.The Supreme Court directed that husbands 

cannot (A)/ be persecuted without no proof of 

their guilt(B)/ and ruled that even a single false 

dowry complaint against the husband and (C)/ 

in-laws were sufficient ground for courts to 

grant decree of divorce to annul the 

marriage.(D) 
1)BC 

2)AC 

3)AB 

4)BD 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, any will come in place no (Rule: negative 

word cannot be used with another negative word in 

a sentence i.e. ’without’ and’ no’ cannot be used to 

together. 

In D, a single complaint (is singular), therefore was 

should be used in place of were 

 

2.People in large numbers were witnessing(A)/ 

the launch of Space X rocket at Florida(B)/, 

some of the people were standing in the street 

watch on screens(C)/ while others were enjoying 

onTV.(D) 

1)BC 

2)AB 

3)BD 

4)CD 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, in should be used in place of at because 

(Rule) at is used for smaller places. In C, watching 

in place of watch because (Rule) preposition + v 

+ing 

 

3.The constitution has given ample of 

fundamental rights(A)/ which gave us liberty 

and freedom without(B)/ any constraints but we 

have often been unreasonable ignorant(C)/ of 

our fundamental duties.(D) 
1)AB 

2)CD 

3)BC 
 

 

 

4)AD 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, has given should be used in place of gave to 

make the tenses same as given earlier in the 

sentence. In C, unreasonably will come in place of 

unreasonable because(Rule) an adverb qualifies a 

verb not an adjective. 

 

4.I am disappointed that the(A)/ news coming 

from the upper hill market are bad (B)/ because 

I was planning(B)/ to either visit the resort but 

also(C)/ purchase gifts from the showroom. 
1) CD 

2) AD 

3) BC 

4) CD 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, is should be used instead of are (Rule) Nouns 

like news, summons, physics, mathematics, etc are 

used as a singular. In C, (Rule)  Either….or are 

used together, but also is used with not only 

 

6.Even though Prime minister as well high level 

ministers have gone to(A) the plenary meeting of 

NSG membership(B)/ but to deprive India from 

asserting her influence (C)/China don’t want 

India to be inducted into the group.(D) 
1)BC 

2)AD 
3)AC 

4) NO ERROR 

In a, has will be used instead of have because 

(Rule) in sentence like these where phrases like 

along with are used helping verb is used according 

to the first noun. In D, doesn’t in place of don’t 

because (Rule)a country is always singular. 

 

7.America has covered its failures(A)/ in the 

name of humanitarian intervention and has 

made allies to do(B)/ dirty work in the middle-

east without even touching the (C)/subject of 

crisis its actions have led to.(D) 
1)AD 

2)BC 

3)CD 

4)AB 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, only made in place of made to because 

(Rule) to is not used in Active sentences. In C, 

instead of touching, touch on/upon should be used. 
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Touch upon-to mention or refer to a subject for only 

a short time 

 

8.After he had received the prize for having 

broke the record,(A)/ his coaches were really 

proud of him(B)/ as he was only one of the racer 

to participate(C)/ in the race before turning 

twenty.(D) 
1)BD 

2)BC 

3)AC 
4)AD 

5) NO ERROR 

In A, broken in place of broke because (Rule) in 

Perfect participle having + third form of verb is to 

be used 

 

9.It is high time we took a noble step towards 

pledging and donating (A)/ our eyes at the time 

of death so that millions of people(B)/ can get to 

see the beauty of this world because (C)/ the eye 

is the window to the world, at the same time, it is 

the window of the soul.(D) 

1)BC 

2)AD 

3)AC 

4)CD 

5) NO ERROR 

 

10.The government’s decision to invest large sum 

of money(A)/ in startups have opened new doors 

for many(B)/ , it is now planning to roll out a 

scheme of loans for creating of (C)/pool of 

entrepreneurs to tackle unemployment.(D) 

1)BC 

2)AC 

3)BD 

4)AB 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, has in place of have because government’s 

decision is single. In , creation will come in place 

of creating. 

 

11.Supercomputers play an important role(A)/ in 

the field of computational science and give us 

easier access,(B)/ Seymour Cray at Control Data 

Corporation (CDC) was (C)/ first to design and 

build a supercomputer.(D) 

1)AC 

2)CD 

3)BD 
4)AB 

5) NO ERROR 

In B, easy in place of easier because there is no 

comparison being done. In D, the first in place of 

first because (Rule ) when ordinal numbers like 

first, second, third etc are used as adjectives then it  

is always preceded by definite article the. 

12.Fringe elements, in the name of cow 

protection has appeared to be(A) / on the prowl 

and operating with impunity in some of the 

states(B) /. The unchecked manner in that they 

are unleashing violence(C) / without the fear of 

law and order is a matter of serious concern.(D) 
1.BC 

2.AC 
3.AD 

4.BD 

5. No error 

Replace ‘has appeared’ with ‘appear’ 

Replace ‘that’ with ‘which’ 

 

13.The national Nutrition Mission was supposed 

to be(A) / game changer in terms of malnutrition 

in India(B) /. Unfortunately , it act like a 

governing body which measures 

malnutrition(C)/ rather than it worked in a 

holistic way.(D) 

1.BC 

2.AD 

3.CD 
4.AB 

5. No error 

Replace ‘act’ with ‘acts’ 

Replace ‘it worked’ with ‘working’ 

 

14.Farming is not just a job, it is a way of life.(A) 

/ The political class in India is largely responsible 

for the plight farmers(B)/ in India today today 

find themselves in.(C)/ Enabling adequate water 

resources and popularising organic farming are 

some workable solutions.(D) 
1.AC 

2.BD 

3.AD 

4.BC 

5. No error 

The sentence is correct 

 

15.Neither of them were able to accomplish their 

target before deadline,(A)/ however they were 

able to compensate by(B)/ assist their 

subordinates complete theirs,(C)/ who were quite 

new to the job with minimal or no experience.(D) 
1.AB 

2.CD 

3.BD 

4.AC 
5. No error 

Replace ‘were’ with ‘was’ 



 

Replace ‘assist’ with ‘assisting’ 

 

16.Incidents of stubble burning following the 

harvests of paddy crop in Punjab and 

Haryana(A)/ cannot be avert from imposing 

fines,(B)/ or giving notice or giving farmers 

capital subsidy(C)/. Instead, the issue require 

long term vision and strategic policy 

interventions.(D) 
1. AC 

2. BD 

3. AC 

4. BD 

5. No error 

Replace ‘avert from’ with ‘averted by’ 

Replace ‘require’ by ‘requires’ 

 

17.Well it is a no brainer that more than seventy 

percent(A)/ of the accident occur on account of 

people’s behaviour.(B)/ If drivers obeyed the 

speed limits(C)/ fewer accidents occur on 

roads.(D) 
1.AB 

2.CD 

3.AC 

4.BD 
Replace ‘accidents’ with accidents’ 

Replace ‘occur’ with ‘would occur’ 

 

18.Our country does not lack in scientists of 

quality(A)/ and also it is wrong to assume that 

our country does not(B)/ provide enough 

opportunities for research purposes.(C)/ A lot of 

new avenues has opened in various fields of 

science.(D) 
1. AB 

2. BC 

3. AD 

4. CD 

5. No error 

Remove ‘in’ from sentence A 

Replace ‘has’ with ‘have’ 

 

19.Incidents of mob lynching show how 

intolerant we have become(A)/ in this country 

and how we no longer value lives(B)/. There is an 

urgent need to implement laws strictly(C)/ to 

prevents mobs taking law and order in their 

hands.(D) 
1.AC 

2.BD 

3.AB 

4.CD 

5. No error 
Answer – 5) No error 

Explanation: 

The sentence is correct 

 

20.Had he worked hard he would pass the 

examination in first attempt itself(A)/. All he 

needed was to focus(B)/ on his own preparations 

and not bothering about(C)/ what others were 

recommending him to.(D) 
1.AB 

2.AC 
3.BD 

4.BC 

5. No error 

Replace ‘would pass’ with ‘would have passed’ 

Replace ‘bothering’ with ‘bother’ 

 

21.That was the most unique opportunity he got 

in his life(A)/, however he squandered it as he 

doesn’t (B)/seeming to be interested in 

working(C)/ in any other field than architecture 

and designing.(D) 
1.BD 

2.AB 

3.AC 
4.CD 

Replace – ‘most unique’ with ‘unique’ 

Replace ‘seeming’ with ‘seem 

 

22.Marginal changes at the daily price of fuel 

will (A) / not make or break consumer 

confidence or fuel (B) / inflationary expectations, 

at less because (C/ of oil costs, as it currently 

does. (D) 
 1.BD 

2.CD 

3.AC 
4.AB 

5. no error 

Replace ‘at’ with ‘in’ 

Replace ‘at less’ with ‘at least’ 

 

23.Reports of Army personnel using a young 

man as a human shield in (A) / Jammu and 

Kashmir’s Budgam district must not only invite 

a swift inquiry (B) / and justice, but also compel 

the Army and the government to issue (C)/ clear 

statements on the unacceptability of this 

shocking practice. (D)  

1.AC 

2.CD 

3.BC 

4.AB 

5. no error 
The sentence is correct 

 



 

24.The Supreme Court’s direction for transport 

authorities to stop registering (A)/ vehicles that 

does not meet Bharat Stage-IV emission 

standards from (B) / April 1 sends out the 

welcome message that short-term (C) / economic 

considerations cannot supersede public health 

concerns. (D) 
1.CD 

2.BC 

3.AD 

4.AB 
5. no error 

Replace ‘for’ with ‘to’ 

Replace ‘does’ with ‘do’ 

 

25.The reputation of India’s national air carrier 

for making consecutive losses (A) / is closely 

matching, and also linked, to its operational 

efficiencies. The issue (B)/ of whether the airline 

has a future has been frequently posed, but the 

question (C) / have a certain edge after the 

introduction and growth of private airlines. (D)  

1.BD 
2.AD 

3.BC 

4.CD 

5. no error 

Replace ‘matching’ with ‘matched’ 

Replace ‘have’ with ‘has’ 

 

26.India should aim upon growth that is driven 

both by improvements in (A) / productivity and 

modernization of its labour force — especially 

since better (B) / jobs are crucial to improving 

the lives of millions who are employed, (C)/ 

indeed underemployed , in low-pay jobs in the 

farm sector. (D) 
 1.AB 

2.BC 

3.CD 

4.AD 

5. no error 

Replace ‘upon’ with ‘at’ 

Replace ‘pay’ with ‘paying’ 

 

27.Liquidating obsolete inventory does pose a 

challenge for (A) / manufacturers, but this can 

be meet through exports, technology upgrades 

(B) / or reusable of dismantled parts. The 

imperative is (C) / to shift to a clean fuel 

pathway. (D) 
1.AD 

2.BC 

3.AB 

4.CD 

5. no error 

Replace ‘meet’ with ‘met’ 

Replace ‘reusable’ with ‘reuse’ 

 

28.Hiking fuel prices at petrol pumps is such a 

politically fraught (A) / exercise that there is 

even a hesitation to (B) / decrease prices so as to 

safeguard against a possible spike (C) / in global 

petroleum rates in the future. (D)  
1.AD 

2.BC 

3.CD 

4.AB 

5. no error 

Explanation: 

The sentence is correct. 

 

29.The Prime Minister also spoke of the use of 

technology and (A) / digitalization by the judicial 

system, a point that (B) / is of undoubted 

relevance where one considers (C) / the 

magnitude of the task of reducing the backlog. 

(D) 
1.AB 

2.CD 

3.BC 

4.CD 

5. no error 

Replace ‘by’ with ‘in’ 

Replace ‘where’ by ‘when’ 

 

30.A hike in the RBI’s benchfoot interest rates 

could stem the capital exodus, (A) / but with core 

inflation picking up and the government keen by 

a rate cut (B)/ as a growth catalyst, the RBI has 

an unenviable (C) / dilemma on its hands. (D) 

1.AB 
2.BC 

3.CD 

4.AD 

5. no error 

Replace ‘benchfoot’ with ‘benchmark’ 

Replace ‘by’ with ‘on’ 
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